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1. INTRODUCTION 
Following Sophus Lie, to a system of partial differential equations L(u) = 0 
for unknown functions u = (ur ,..., un), of independent variables x = (x1 ,..., xn), 
we associate a locall group of transformations as follows. Roughly speaking a 
solution u = A(x) is an n-dimensional manifold in M x R”; M is R”, but we 
wish to deemphasize its linear structure. The group in question is just the 
transformation group on M x RP which permutes these manifolds. In other words, 
g E G if the mapping g(x, u) = (x’, u’) transforms every solution manifold 
u = A(x) into some other solution manifold u’ = A’(%‘). References are [2, 3, 
IO]. 
Each transformation g induces an action g” upon the space of functions u from 
M to Rp. (This action is just what we have described above.) We shall see that 
the elements g” form a group G which is an isomorphic image of G. We call G 
the function group and G the cross-section group (because a function u: M + RP 
can be thought of as a cross-section of the vector bundle M x Rp). 
We are not trying to be rigorous at this point. Many things can go wrong at 
this level of generality. For example, there may be singular solutions whose 
graphs are not manifolds. More seriously, it is easy to think of transformations g 
of M x R” and cross-sections {(x, A(x)): x E M} whose images are not cross- 
sections, i.e., cases in whichz(A) d oes not exist. Even the fact that g is assumed 
to be near the identity does not resolve this problem, because there can con- 
ceivably exist a sequence of solutions {A,} with g”(A,) nonexistent for some /3 
depending upong”. Insisting, as we have done, that every solution transform into 
another solution may be overly restrictive. We are particularly interested, 
however, in cases in which elements of G acts afinely upon solutions. This will be 
called the linear case. In the linear case this problem does not arise, as every 
cross section is indeed transformed to another cross-section. 
1 Every group will be a local group (e.g., group multiplication may not be defined except 
for elements sufficiently near the identity) so from now on we will not bother to remind 
the reader of this. The same is true for functions, manifolds, cross sections, etc., con- 
sidered here; they are all smooth and local. References for the local theory of Lie groups 
are [4, 81. 
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Whether G acts affinely or not depends of course upon the given equation 
L(U) = 0. There is no a priori reason why G should act affinely, even when the 
original equationl(u) = 0 is linear itself. A trivial example would be the equation 
L(u) = dujdx = 0; 
here the solutions are constants, and G consists of arbitrary transformations 
h: R -+ R. The solution A is transformed by h E G to the solution A’ = h 0 A. 
This is typical of a first-order operator L. We shall see that G has nonlinear 
elements whenever L is a linear first-order partial differential operator. 
A nontrivial example is the Cauchy-Riemann system of equations: 
aul/axl - au,lax, = 0 
au,jax, + au,jax, = 0. 
The group G then turns out to be the group of local analytic automorphisms of 
C2 = {(x1 + ix, , u1 + iu,): x1 , x2, u1 , u2 E R}. 
Let us be more specific about what it means for cf: to be linear. We call G a 
linear group if there is a Lie group of transformations .Z (the “space” group) on 
M such that to each g” E G there is a o E Z, a p x p matrix “multiplier” 
v = v(x, g”), and a solution $ to L(yQ) = 0, such that 
W) (4 = 4x3 2) 444) + VW- 
Our main point is that for a parabolic diffusion equation the function group 
is linear. We also prove this for Laplace’s equation and the wave equation. 
It is presumably true rather widely, but we have not attempted to look into this 
question in this paper. In fact we shall assume from now on p = 1 (so that the 
equation L(u) = 0 is a single equation rather than a system), and 
where Z and 2, ,..., 2, are real first-order linear differential operators with no 
nondifferentiated terms, and Ai = &I. Note L(u) = 0, if u is a constant. 
In the linear case, the function group G is always infinite-dimensional. The 
space group .Z is finite-dimensional for some L and infinite-dimensional for 
others. In any case, let l? be the “trivial” subgroup consisting of transformations 
of the form 
A-CA +c$ 
where c is a positive constant and 4 is some fixed solution. The subgroup I? is 
considered trivial because it occurs as a subgroup whenever L is linear. We shall 
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see that g is a normal subgroup and G/A= ,Z2 In fact G acts as a multiplier 
representation of Z upon the space of solutions to L(U) = 0. 
This paper complements the results of [12] where the author studied the 
group of a parabolic diffusion equation. But in [12] only a linear group was 
sought; it was stated without proof that all groups were necessarily linear. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we discuss the relation between the function group and the 
cross-section group, and their Lie algebras. The method for determining G 
is introduced in Sections 4 and 5, and applied to the diffusion, wave, and Laplace 
equation in Sections 6 and 7. Sections 8, 9, and 10 give a detailed examination 
of the quotient group G/Z?. The paper closes with some examples in Section 11. 
Appendix I outlines the Lie-Ovsjannikov method for finding G, and Appendix II 
summarizes the “perturbation algebra” method for finding G, from [12]. 
2. ISOMORPHISM OF CROSS-SECTION GROUP AND FUNCTION GROUP 
The Lie algebra of the cross-section group G, which we shall denote by 
A(G), can be considered as an algebra of first-order partial differential operators 
(= Lie derivatives) on Rn+l 
x = Ax, 4 (wq - P(x, u) * v, (1) 
where fi(x, U) . V means C pi(x, U) a/axi . (The minus sign is introduced for 
later convenience.) We adopt the notation X, 3 exp(xX). 
Each transformation g E G gives rise to an induced action g” on solutions 
u = A(x). This was indicated in Section I. We shall show that the elements g” 
form a group G isomorphic to G. Suppose g, = (ri , Ii) and g, = (ra , Z2) are 
elements of G, 
(x’, 4 =&5(x, 4, 
(X0, 24”) = g2(x’, 24’) 
or, more explicitly, 
etc. 
x’ = Yl(X, u), 
u’ = I&, u), 
Now the function A’ = g”,(A) is determined by the pair of equations 
x’ = r,(x, A(x)), 
24’ = Z,(x, A(x)); 
they implicitly define u’ = A’(x’). 
(2) 
2 The elements of G/H are then vector bundle maps on M x R. 
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Likewise A” = &(A’) is determined by the pair of equations 
x” = r2(x’, A’(d)), 
u” = Z2(x’, A’(d)) 
which implicitly define zi’ = A”(d). 
Obviously A” = &(&(A)). But also (x”, u”) = g, 0 g,(x, U) = g, 0 g,(x, A(x)), 
which leads implicitly to A” = z(A). Thus finally 
gzz = 22 o A (3) 
which means that G is homomorphic to G. The correspondence is obviously 
one-one since if g, f g, there must be some solution manifold transformed 
differently by the two. 
Remark. G is defined as {g”: g E G}; every transformation must be derivable 
from some transformation of M x R. There may, however, exist transforma- 
tions of functions A --f A’, carrying every solution to another solution, which 
are not derivable from some transformation of M x R. For example, take the 
heat equation L(U) = ut - u,, , and to a solution H*+ (H = Gaussian kernel) 
associate the solution H*(F(#)) h w ere F is some nonlinear function. It follows 
from results given in Section 6 that this transformation does not belong to G. 
3. GENERATORS OF THE FUNCTION GROUP 
From (3) it follows that the image in G of the one-parameter subgroup 
{X,} C G is also a one-parameter subgroup. Let us define 
4, 4 = %4) (4. (4) 
From (1) and (2) we can conclude 
u’ = A(x) + SAX, A(x)) + O(s2), 
x’ = x - $(x, A(x)) + O(s2), 
and so 
A(x’) = A(x) - $?(x, A(x)) . VA(x) + O(9), 
which implies 
(aA/h)(O, x) = l;$A(s, x) - A(0, x))/s 
= lh(A(s, x) - A(x))/s 
= lkk(A(s, x’) - A(x’))/s 
= ljz(u’ - A(x’))/‘s 
= lj+$$r(x’, 4x’)) + P(x’, A(4) * VW) + O(4) 
= Y(X, A(x)) + P(x, A(x)) . v44. (4) 
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The group property can then be used to show that this formula persists for 
all s: 
(from (4)). Hence for all s, A(s, .) satisfies the nonlinear partial differential 
equation 
aA/& = X(A, x) (5) 
where 
X(A, ix) = +, A) + /3(x, A) . VA. (6) 
It is conventional and appropriate in this situation to regard these operators X 
as “generators” of the function group, i.e., 
A@, .) = @A(.), 
which is merely a symbolic way of writing (5) and its implied initial condition 
A(0, x) = A(x). 
We shall indeed show that in the linear case the mapping X-+ X is a Lie 
algebra anti-isomorphism. We shall also prove that 
the condition for linearity (i.e., that e act affinely) 
is pU = yUU = 0. (7) 
(Subscripts stand for partial derivatives.) 
4. DIRECT METHOD OF DETERMINING (I? 
So far we have not addressed the problem of actually determining these 
groups. Since the cross-section group and the function group are isomorphic 
it is sufficient to determine the function group, which is in turn determined by 
its generators (6). 
The operator X is a generator if and only if 
L(A)=0 implies L(e"'A) = 0 for smalls. 
Actually, since L is linear, this is equivalent to 
L(A)= 0 implies L@(A))= 0. (8) 
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(This follows by taking d/dsL(exp(sx) A = L(exp(s2) &A)) and setting s = 0. 
The converse follows from a Taylor expansion of s + exp(s& A.) The condi- 
tion (9) gives rise to a system of partial differential equations for y and /3, as 
explained in Section 5. 
This method has been given in [7, 121. Two other methods are described in 
the appendices. 
5. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR THE COEFFICIENTS /3 AND y 
These equations are consequences of condition (8) of Section 4. 
When& + /3 . VA) is computed in full it turn out (because y and p depend 
on A) to be a cubic polynomial in the derivatives of A up to second-order, the 
coefficients being functions of A and x. Taking into account L(A) = 0 we find 
the outcome to be as follows: 
L(y + P * VA) = 5 Q@(x), DA(x)) = 0, 
k=O 
where DA(x) stands for all the various derivatives DpA(x), 1 p / = 1, 2, and the 
terms have been arranged so that Qk is a homogeneous polynomial of degree K 
in DA, with coefficients depending upon A(x). Explicitly, 
Qo =L(Y), (10) 
Q1 =-L(B)- VA +B .-WA) + 2~Ui(y,)Z,(4 + 2~UW3)~ &(VA), (11) 
Q2 = 2/3u . ZAiZi( VA) Zi(A) + 2VA * ZAiZQg,) . Zi(A) + y~,&(Zi(A))‘, (12) 
Q3 = flus,, . VAZ7hi(Zi(A))2. (13) 
Warning. In these equations all coefficients p, y, ,f3% , etc. are evaluated at 
(x, A(x)); and all derivatives are partial derivatives with respect to x alone. Thus, 
for example, a term ay/axk , which might occur in (lo), means 
a 
ar,c Y=z Y(Y, 44) rather than & Y(X, 44) 
BecauseL is linear and L(a) = 0 for all constants a, it follows that for arbitrary 
a and E, and solution A, a + EA is a solution. Replacing A by a + EA in (9) and 
letting E + 0 we find Q. = 0. Returning to (9) and again replacing A by a + EA 
we find 
0 = cQ& + <A(X), DA) + O(c2) 
for all E, so Qr = 0. Repeating this process twice more, we find that Q2 and Qa are 
zero. Thus 
Whenever A is a solution, Qi = 0 for 0 < i < 3. (14) 
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It seems clear from the equation Qs = 0 that generically /IU and yUU must be 
zero. But we do not see how to prove this without making more assumptions 
about L. (Note however that if L is first-order and all Zi = 0, there are no 
restrictions on /IU and yUyuu .) 
Once it is known that yUU = 0, and hence y = US(X) + C(X), (10) and (11) 
determine & 6, 4. 
In the linear case y = US(X) + $(x), where S and $ are solutions. 
The coefficients S and /3 have to be determined simultaneously (15) 
from (11); independently, 4 is an arbitrary solution. 
6. LINEARITY OF THE GROUP OF A DIFFUSION EQUATION 
Let x = (t, y), t E R, y E Rn-l, and take 
Zi = 2 Bi, $, l<i<n-1, 
k k 
z’-;+c 
ii 
bi--Bjkg ;, 
j,k 1 z 
n-1 
L-Z+CXi2z-;+J (defining J), 
i=l 
where the coefficients {bi) and B = (Bij} depend upon y but not t. Suppose that 
they are at least twice-differentiable and B is nonsingular. 
For t > t, let A be the solution to L(A) = 0 subject to the initial condition 
443 t Y> = a + (P,Y -Yo) + g<,,y -YJ2 + shy -yd3, (16) 
where CL = h ,--, PA is arbitrary. Assume further that the coefficients are 
sufficiently regular to generate a semigroup of operators (exp(t J)> in a Frechet 
space containing (16). Since (16) is in the domain of the square of the generator, 
we are assured that 
I$ J2A(t, y) = J2A(t, , y) and every third-order spatial 
de:ivative also converges. 
We now insert A into the equation 
Q2(4 DA) = 0 
and let t 4 t, , y +y,, , as is permitted by (17). One finds in the limit 
Q2(4 W = &3u1 II BP II4 + O(l CL I”) 
(17) 
(18) 
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Here corresponding to the decomposition x = (t, JJ), /3 has been decomposed a$ 
B = (,8l, 8”). Since /.L is arbitrary, flu1 must be zero. This simplifies the explicit 
calculation of the remaining coefficients, so one easily finds 
Qzb W = (FL’, CL) II BP II2 + 00 P I”); 
hence pU2 = 0. Thus /3U = 0. Inserting this in (18) we find 
Q2(4 W = ‘yut, II BP 11’. 
Thus yUU = 0, and so by virtue of (15), y = US + 4 for some solutions 6 and 4. 
This completes the proof of the linearity of the group of a diffusion equation. 
(See (7).) 
7. LINEARITY OF THE GROUPS OF THE WAVE EQUATION 
AND OF LAPLACE’S EQUATION 
In these cases 2 = 0, Zi = a/&vi, and {Xi} are suitably chosen. Let 5 be an 
arbitrary point of Rfl and for real E consider the solution 
A = a + +m - ha> + l -‘(xm - Em) (x1 - El), z # m* 
Evaluating Q2 at x = 5, we find 
0 = Q2 = 2/L% + O(E), 
where/3 = (fl’,..., p”). Since this is true for all E and I, it follows that ,$,(f, a) = 0. 
Again inserting this solution in Q2 we find 
0 = Q2 = yuue2 
hence y&f, u) = 0. So by (7), i: ’ 1’ is mear and (15) implies y = US + 4. 
8. EXPLICIT FORMULA FOR LINEAR ACTION OF G IN 
TERMS OF ITS GENERATORS 
We are now assuming the linear case, so /I is independent of u (say p = p(x)), 
and y(x, U) = us(x) +4(x) f or some 6 and 4, as explained in (15). 
Suppose that 2 is a generator of G. Then if A(x) is a solution, the function 
exp(&) A G A(s, X) satisfies (5), which is now 
aA/& = ii+(A) = +)A + p(x) - VA + 4(x), 
A(0, x) = A(x). 
(19) 
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We are going to solve (19) by the classical method of characteristics. The 
procedure is well known but we run through it rapidly for the sake of complete- 
ness. Let fit stand for the flow of /? * V, i.e., 
and compute using (19), 
which is a first-order linear ordinary differential equation for t -+ A&(x), s - t) 
and can be integrated explicitly over (0, s) to yield the formula 
Remember that $ and A can be chosen arbitrarily, and the right-hand side 
will always be a solution. Taking 4 = 0 we see that 
9 ([a’ S@,.(x)) dr) A@,(x)) is a solution for all s; (20) 
hence the $-term is also a solution for all s. Also, by choosing A to be the 
constant function 1, we find that the multiplier 
v(x, es2) G exp (s,” w?m) dyj (21) 
is itself a solution. We have indicated in (21) that the multiplier v depends on the 
group element exp(sx) E e; th’ IS is not immediately evident from (21) which 
seems to depend upon both s and x separately. However it is easy to see that v 
is invariant when s -+ s/a and a --f a2; this also follows from (19). 
Evq transformation suj%iently near the identity in e is of the form (21) plus 
some solution, i.e., 
where Y is defined in (21) and # is some solution. 
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9. QUOTIENT GROUP G/H ISOMORPHIC TO SPACE GROUP 2,' 
From now on we shall assume that G is linear. We define a local transforma- 
tion group z on Rn as the set of transformations /I,. generated by vectorfields p 
appearing in (6). So Z is defined in terms of its Lie algebra. We could define a 
linear map T: A(G) + A(Z) by 
T((uS + $) (a/au) - p - V) = -/3 . v. 
You can verify, using the fact that j? is independent of u, that 
T&x, Y] = [TX, TY] 
so T is a homomorphism of the Lie algebras. The kernel of T is the set of 
elements of the form (US + 4) (S/i%); i.e., those without p-terms. It follows 
from (11) that 
.n,Z,(S) &(A) = 0 for all solutions A. 
We want to argue that Zi(S) = 0 for all i and hence that 6 = constant. To prove 
this for the wave or Laplace equation choose special solutions A = x, . In the 
case of the diffusion equation, take solutions as in Section 6 and conclude 
Z&S) = 0 all i. Hence 6 is a function only of t. But since 6 is itself a solution, 
we conclude 6 = constant. Hence 
kernel of T = {(cu + 4) (a/&): c = constant andL(+) = O}. 
This algebra can be identified as A(H) where (implicitly defining H) f~? is the 
normal subgroup of G consisting of elements of the form 
where I,!I is a solution and p is a positive constant. There is of course a corres- 
ponding normal subgroup H of G, and from what has been said, we conclude 
JG)/A(H) Ed A(z) (23) 
from which we expect locally 
G/H E .Z. (24) 
There is a difficulty in going from (23) to (24) because our groups are only 
local and because ,?Y might be infinite-dimensional. However, the isomorphism 
is quite easy to see explicitly. To every element g” E G there correspond an 
element o E z (u = /3, for some fi and t), a multiplier v = Y(X, g) as in (21), and a 
solution z+$ such that (recall (22)) 
g”(A) = v&(x)) + 6 
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Further, if& and& give rise to the same u, then the corresponding multipliers 
differ only by a constant positive factor. Thus if we identify all transformations g 
whose multipliers differ only in this way, and disregard any additive term I/, 
there results a complete identification with the space group Z. 
Remark. We can describe this state of affairs by saying that G/I? acts as a 
multiplier representation of .Z on the space of solution functions. For the notion 
of multiplier representation, see [8]. 
10. EXPLICIT CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN A(G/H) AND /l(e/Z?) 
An element XE(~(G/H) is an equivalence class of differential operators X, 
defined by: X, - X, if and only if 
x, - 43 = (cu + 4) (Wu), 
where c is a constant and L($) = 0. To the class represented by 
x = su(ajau) -p . v 
we associate the differential operator 
X=s+flB~v:A-6A+j3.VA 
and the class of operators of the form 
A ---f X(A) + constant x A + a solution. 
(27) 
(28) 
A routine calculation involving commutators results in the identity 
f?y] = -[X, P] (modulo terms of tl-e form 
A H constant x A + a solution) 
so the map X-t X given by (27) is a Lie algebra anti-isomorphism. It follows 
that the algebras are also isomorphic. (To shorten the computation one may use 
the particular representatives in (27) and (28)) 
11. EXAMPLES 
(a) The heat equation in R2. This group can be found in several places in 
the literature [l, 5, 9, 121. We include a brief discussion here from our point of 
view. In this case L = -a/at + a2/ay2, Z = -a/at, 2, = a/i@, /\i = 1; and 
we again consider as in Section 6 special solutions having initial values 
A(& p Y> = a + P(Y - yo) + h2(y - yo12 + h3(y - yo13. 
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(In fact A(t, y) exists for all t E R and could be given by an explicit formula, 
but this would not help us.) The equation Qr = 0 (11) splits into terms of order 
CL, $, and $, each of which must be zero separately. 
p-terms L(P) + 2(aVaY) = 0, 
p2-terms WY + 2(%“/3Y) = 0, 
p3-terms 2(@i/ay) = 0. 
These must be supplemented by the equation 
-as/at + a2slay = 0. 
when these four equations are solved simultaneously, the result is 
p = Cl + 2c,t + 4c,t2, 
B” = c4 + 2c5t + c,y + 4c,yt, 
6 = ctj + c5y + 2c,t + c,y2, 
a six-dimensional algebra. The space-time group Z is five-dimensional. The 
additional dimension goes into the subgroup n. The following table of generators 
and corresponding orbits of solutions is adapted from [12]. Note that the multi- 
pliers are indeed solutions themselves. 
x exp(& At, Y) 
a 
ar 
1 
2t$+y 
44 y + 4 
exp(4 44 Y) 
exp(s2t + sy) Jr, y + 2st) 
4t2;+4ty;+y (1 - 4st)-1’2 
X exp(sy2/(1 - 4st)) A ( t Y 
1 4st ’ - 1 - 4st 1 
(b) The wave equation in R2. The operator L is now i32/ax,2 - a2/axss, so we 
take 2 = 0, Zi = a/ax, , A, = 1, A, = -1. The coefficients 6 and /l = (,Bl, /33 
are found by requiring Qr E 0 (I 1). We find 
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for all solutions A, where Aj z aA/axj and Aij E a2A/axi axj . Since these six 
quantities can be given arbitrary values subject only to A,, = A,, and A,, = Azl, 
we conclude 
apyax, = apyax,, 
ap/ax2 = apyax,, 
6 = constant. 
The general solution of the equations for p1 and /3” is 
BY% Y x2) = f(x1 - x2) + &l + X2)? 
P”(% Y x2> = -f(x1 - x2) +gc% + $2) 
for arbitrary functions f and g. Hence the space group Z is infinite-dimensional. 
By choosing various f and g, one can arrange that x1 + x2 and x1 - x2 run 
through preassigned one-parameter groups on R, say {k,} and {is}, 
The corresponding orbit of a solution A(x, , x2) is 
exp(sx) 4x1 , x2) = 4Bk,(xl + x2) + ikih - x2), Sk,(x, + x2) - Bj.k - x2)). 
The most general transformation in G is composed of all these and consists 
in replacing k, and j, by arbitrary transformations of R. 
(c) Laplace’s equation in R2. The derivation of this group is quite similar 
to that of (b). In this case the coefficients /3 = (fi’, 8”) are found to be arbitrary 
solutions of the Cauchy-Riemann equations, and hence the space group Z 
consists of arbitrary analytic automorphisms of C = {(x1 + ix,): x1, x2 E R) 
(more precisely: those generated by one-parameter subgroups) and is of course 
infinite-dimensional. 
APPENDIX 1: CROSS-SECTION METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE 
CROSS-SECTION GROUP G 
We begin with the simplest case, that of a single ordinary differential equation 
of first order, 
L(u) = du/dx -f(x, u) = 0. (29) 
Our object is to find transformations of R2 which permute the solution curves 
u = A(x). 
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For the moment forget (29) and consider a diffeomorphism of R2, say 
h = (4, #). If a curve passes through (x, U) with slope du/dx there, then its 
image is a curve through (x’, u’) with slope du’/dx’, where 
x’ = $(x, 4, 
u’ = ICI@, 4, (30) 
and this map (x, U, du/dx) -+ (x’, u’, du’ldx’) is a kind of extension of h, say 
h*, to the space R2* = R3 c onsisting generically of triples (x, u, du/dx). 
In the space R2* the given differential equation (29) defines a surface. We 
claim that h permutes solution curves if and only if h* keeps the surface (29) 
invariant. (This will be clear to the reader after some reflection.) Lie- 
Ovsjannikov’s method [lo] (see also [3]) is then to find all transformations h* 
of which (29) is an invariant manifold. The restriction of these transformations 
to R2 = ((x, u)} gives the group G which we seek. 
This can obviously be extended to several space dimensions n > 1 and to 
equations of higher order; expressions analogous to (30) could be found for all 
derivatives occuring in the equation. We emphasize that in these formulas a 
transformed derivative of order K involves only “old” derivatives of order K 
or less.3 
APPENDIX 2: THE PERTURBATION ALGEBRAS OF AN ELLIPTIC OPERATOR 
The following method for determining G was introduced in [12] (which may 
be consulted for detailed proofs), and concerns the case 
L = a/at - J, 
where J is an elliptic operator on Rn-l, with coefficients independent of t. 
We first define the “perturbation” algebra M of the operator J: a < first-order 
differential operator P, on Rn-l is in M if there is a sequence of < first-order 
differential operators PI , P2 , P3 ,.., and constants h, , h, , h, ,... such that 
u, Pkl = &J + ps+1 3 k > 0. 
3 This fact suggests the introduction of jet bundles. A smooth function on M can be 
though of as a cross section of the vector bundle M x R. The k-j& bundle has fiber (over 
p E M) consisting of local cross section which agree up to order k at p, i.e., which differ 
by a cross section times the (k + 1)st power of a function vanishing at p. See [ll]. Because 
of the property mentioned in the last paragraph, the extension h* (to derivatives of order k) 
can be considered as a transformation of (certain, but not all) cross sections of the k-jet 
bundle. 
GROUP OF A PARABOLIC EQUATION 551 
If J is adjoined to M it turns out there results a Lie algebra isomorphic to A(e). 
Furthermore the generators 2 may be recovered by the formula 
Z(A) = exp(tJ) 0 P4O,y), 
where A is any solution. We also separately declare that J? = a/at corresponds 
to P = J. (This is consistent with (31).) 
This method, if it applies, is undoubtedly the easiest to use in practice. 
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Note added in proof. N. Ibragimov has pointed out to us that Ovsjannikov [lo] gives 
a proof of the linearity property for second-order equations. 
Somehow this escaped our notice. However, his method is completely different, and 
almost none of our detailed formulas, or analyses of G/H, etc., are given by Ovsjannikov. 
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